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1.

Introduction/Background

Noise-induced hearing loss is becoming a serious health concern, affecting “15
percent of Americans between the ages of 20 and 69”.1 This type of hearing loss
occurs when excessive sound intensity damages the ears’ inner hair cells, which
channel sound signals to nerve cells. Impulse noise can kill hair cells with
instantaneous excessive pressure, whereas chronic noise exposure attacks hearing
with continuous damaging pressure. Because hair cells do not regenerate, this
hearing loss is irreversible. Hearing protection can be used to mitigate noiseinduced hearing loss.
Hearing protection is essential for people exposed to dangerous environmental
noises, such as those from certain types of unmanned aircraft systems (UASs).
Some UASs emit steady-state low-frequency noises as loud as 110 dB—severe
enough to induce permanent hearing loss after less than 7 min of exposure.2
Individuals who work near these UASs encounter these noises every day, wearing
appropriate hearing protection devices (HPDs) that provide some protection.
HPDs attenuate noise either passively or actively. Passive HPDs form a physical
barrier to effectively block noise. This barrier is most effective against highfrequency noise and much less effective against low-frequency noise. In contrast,
active HPDs use destructive interference to effectively counteract low-frequency
noise. Active HPDs have microphones that sense the noise, process the noise to
create an “anti-noise” signal, and then use speakers to broadcast an equal and
opposite signal to cancel out the original noise. Several types of HPDs can employ
these means of attenuation with different methods.
There are various types of HPDs, such as preformed earplugs, hand-formed
earplugs, and noise muffs.3 Aside from appearance, these HPDs use different
mechanisms for attenuating noise. Hand-formed earplugs passively reduce noise by
using foam to efficiently absorb sound. Preformed earplugs attenuate by using
either level-dependent or non-level-dependent mechanisms. Level-dependent
earplugs have thin filters that weaken impulse noise and keep lower-frequency
sounds intact. Non-level-dependent earplugs attenuate linearly—decreasing sound
levels by 3 dB, 6 dB, 9 dB, or more—to efficiently counteract steady-state noise.
Double-ended preformed earplugs combine level-dependent and non-leveldependent modes, whereas single-ended earplugs are level-dependent only. Noise
muffs can take 2 broad approaches to attenuation. They can passively attenuate
noise with sound-absorbing ear cups or perform active noise control with electronic
circuits. Some expensive noise muffs combine both of these features to block noise
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more efficiently. Apart from their means of noise reduction, HPDs can be
distinguished by their attenuation values measured in decibels.
Each HPD attenuates sound by the level of decibels. There are various methods of
rating attenuation: Noise Reduction Rating (NRR), the Single Number Rating
(SNR), and the High-Middle-Low Rating (HML).4 The NRR is a single number
estimate of attenuation (in decibels) with 98% protection performance—or the
minimum attenuation attained by 98% of the laboratory subjects. Similarly, the
SNR is also a single number estimate; it can be calculated for different protection
performance levels.4 The HML rating calculates 3 numbers that indicate attenuation
for 3 frequency bands—high, middle, and low—corresponding to frequency ranges
of greater than 2000 Hz, 1000 Hz, and 2000 Hz, and less than 1000 Hz, respectively.
Though these ratings provide numeric estimates of attenuation, a computer
simulation can further demonstrate how these ratings affect sound.
Analyzing sound requires signal processing. Signal processing techniques, such as
Fourier transforms, can manipulate signals to return information of interest. Fast
Fourier transform, in particular, converts signals from a function of time into a
function of frequency. Thus, it can extract the sample sound signals’ magnitudes,
or sound intensity, at certain frequencies. Inverse Fourier transforms can convert
the magnitudes from the frequency domain back into amplitudes from the time
domain. In this study, a program using these techniques will be created to simulate
these HPD ratings and its effects on acoustic signatures of unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) noise.

2.

Experiment/Calculations

The goal of this study was to develop a filter that replicates UASs’ acoustic
signatures attenuated by HPDs. Sound samples of a UAS are needed to test this
filter. Noise samples of a UAS’s engine were recorded at a public airfield with a
high-definition camcorder. Videos of the UAV were exported to a computer and
were converted to a stereo waveform audio (WAV) file format with a preinstalled
audio file converter.
Nine HPDs were tested from 3 hearing protector types: preformed earplugs, handformed earplugs, and noise muffs. To compare the attenuation of these HPDs, the
SNR and HML ratings of each HPD were collected from their corresponding user
guides (see the following Table). HML ratings were used since they provide more
information about attenuation at different frequencies. The SNRs were also
collected to compare the HPDs by single number values.
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Table. Attenuation values of hearing protection devices

Hearing protector
type

Preformed earplugs

Hand-formed earplugs

Noise muffs

Single
number
rating
(dB)

HighMiddleLow rating

24

26-21-19

15

20-11-6

24

25-20-17

28

30-24-22

Deci Damp

30

31-26-23

Sound-Fit

28

31-25-22

3M Peltor Bullseye I

27

32-24-15

3M Peltor Bullseye Optime III

35

40-32-23

UltraSonic HB-650

34

35-32-24

Hearing protection brand name
3M Combat Arms Passive Hearing
Protector, double ended
3M Combat Arms Passive Hearing
Protector, single ended
3M Combat Arms Hear-Through
Protection
3M Classic Passive Hearing
Protector, foam

In the filtering process, the UAS’s signal data are distributed into a 2-column matrix
containing amplitudes from the left and right audio channels. The amplitudes were
converted into a function of frequency by a fast Fourier transform. The filter then
computed the absolute value of the amplitudes to retrieve a matrix of magnitudes.
The phase of the original signal was stored in a matrix. The filter subtracted the
signals’ magnitudes by certain decibel attenuation values; these values were
defined by the ratings of the HPD being tested. The filter employed a variation of
the 20-log rule—the ratio between the acoustic gain and the amplitude of sound
pressure levels is expressed in the following equations:
G = 20 log10 (An/Ar) ,

(1)

An = Ar × 10(G/20) ,

(2)

where An is the new amplitude generated by the reference amplitude Ar and the gain
G. Using the original phase and magnitudes calculated from the 20-log rule, we
converted the attenuated signal in the frequency domain from a polar to complex
array using the following equation:
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iθ

z ≡ x + iy =
ze ,

(3)

where z is the complex number calculated from the magnitude | z | and the phase ϴ.
The filter then applied an inverse Fourier transform to signal data to return the
attenuated signal data as a function of time.
The filter was implemented in Matrix Laboratory (MATLAB). Its graphical user
interface (GUI) was constructed with MATLAB’s GUI Design Environment
(GUIDE).

3.

Results and Discussion

3.1 Features of HPDfilter
The HPDfilter, the final program, had several features to test the performance of
HPDs. In the GUI (Fig. 1), WAV files were selected and tested. In the Select File
section, the sound file was selected by clicking “Browse” and uploaded by clicking
“Load Audio”. The original and modified audio files were also played and stopped
by pressing the “Play” and “Stop” buttons. Once the audio had been loaded, the
GUI displayed the sound file’s waveform and produced its magnitude versus
frequency plots. In the HPD selection drop menu, the sound file was attenuated
with the parameters of a preinstalled or custom HPD. To create custom HPD
parameters, “Custom” was selected in the HPD selection drop menu, and values
were entered for the SNR or HML rating. In Fig. 1, the DeciDamp hand-formed
earplug was chosen. When the “Modify Audio” button was clicked, the GUI
calculated the attenuated sound’s new waveform and magnitudes. The new
waveform and magnitude versus frequency plots were displayed juxtaposed to the
original waveform and plots. The amplitudes of the original audio and modified
audio were compared using the axes and the data point selection feature. The HPD’s
attenuation versus frequency plot in the top-right corner was also displayed to
illustrate the amount of decibels lost with respect to different frequencies. The
sound files and graphs created in the GUI were exported for future use.
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Fig. 1

GUI of the HPDfilter program

3.2 GUI Attenuation Samples
The SoundFit hand-formed earplugs, the single-ended 3M Combat Arms preformed
earplugs, and the UltraSonic noise muffs were tested. The attenuated sound file’s
magnitude showed a reduction in the sound.

3.3 Observations
The SNR of the HPDs indicated the average sound attenuation. The preformed
earplugs had an SNR from 15 to 25 dB, the hand-formed earplugs had an SNR from
28 to 30 dB, and the noise muffs had an SNR from 27 to 35 dB. After we applied
attenuation, the new sound file, as shown in the sample GUI results in Figs. 2–4,
retained the same waveforms with diminished magnitudes and amplitudes. The new
sound file, when played, was less loud and more muffled than the original file. Each
HPD type showed attenuation of the signal.
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Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Hand-formed earplug: SoundFit attenuation

Preformed earplug: 3M Combat Arms (single-ended) attenuation
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Fig. 4

4.

Noise muff: UltraSonic attenuation

Summary and Conclusions

In general, assessing HPD performance depends on not only the decibel attenuation
but also on the circumstances—for example, those requiring speech
communications. An example would be aviators who need HPDs that can reduce
noise to a safe level while distinguishing speech from other sounds. During this
investigation, noise muffs were identified as HPDs that can offer the most
protection, but speech could not be clearly heard when using this type of HPD. To
distinguish speech from other sounds requires speech recognition or active noise
reduction (ANR), which filters lower frequencies versus speech. Preformed
earplugs are considered good substitutes to noise muffs if users need to hear speech
and are not in close proximity to loud noises. Though they offer less protection,
HPDs having an SNR less than 20 may be used for sound at a distance, which is
less harmful and requires less attenuation. The environment and the experience of
the wearer are also important to consider in selecting the appropriate HPD. Some
HPDs are not suitable for environments that contain dangerous impulse noises.
Combat Arms earplugs have an open mode, a specialized feature that can block
impulse noise. However, blocking impulse noise requires ANR.
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The HPDfilter program developed for this project was used to investigate changes
to sample sound files when modified by parameters that generalized different
HPDs. The program, for example, attempted to replicate the Combat Arms earplugs
in closed/constant protection mode that could be used to block impulse noise.
However, HPDs that could be used to distinguish speech from other sounds are not
yet included in the HPDfilter program. Improperly fitted HPDs can leak harmful
noise to the wearer; the program cannot realistically assess what magnitudes would
be heard.
In addition, for this project the HPDfilter program generated modified UAS sound
files after attenuating the original files using HPD parameters, with varying effects.
The sample waveforms of the modified sound files did not appear to change in
shape, and the modified sounds, though significantly muted, did not appear to
encounter distortions. However, observing the plotted results from different sample
HPDs, the magnitudes and amplitudes appeared reduced by various amounts. It is
noted here that displaying the magnitude of the results needs correcting in future
updated versions of the program.
In the future, the program can include features to filter sounds more extensively
and accurately according to the HPDs’ features. It can be modified to filter speech,
using ANR. The program may add a function to consider fit and include more types
of HPDs, such as aviator helmets and flat attenuation earplugs. The filter may be
able to attenuate impulse noise and to test how effectively HPDs attenuate various
types of noise in different environmental conditions.
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